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Towards M ffecti

What Can Research in th
ore E e Teachinu and Learnin

rain Sciences Contribute?

SUMMARY:

Recent advances in research in the brain sciences -- the study of the

human brain -- have been dramatic. At the same time, speculation in the

popular literature has often been overly-dramatic. Many educators, seeking

implications of brain research for educational policy, are understandably

confused.

On the one hand, there is renewed interest among educators, policy

makers, teachers and parents in what brain research, or "neurophysiology", has
fi

to say about such diverse issues as learning disabilities, creativity, the

impact of improper nutrition on behavior- and learning, differences in learning

modes between males and females, the use of imagery in teaching, and improve-

ments in the teaching of art. These latter areas have received widespread

attention through research work known as "cerebral lateralization" or more

popularly, "left/right brain" studies.

On-the other hand, many of those intimately familiar with. neurophysiology

are warning caution. There is general disagreement on the strengths and

weaknesses of the linkages between brain research and educational policy.

Some claim that a strong causal link between "brain and mind' will never be

established. Others find the correlations strong enough to warrant new policy

decisions, especially regarding nutrition in schools. Most ee, however,

that rigorous, well-designed experiments that clarify linkages between brain

research and education warrant further attention and increased support.

Probably the most important conclusion: more educator's need to become

cognizant at least of the fundamentals of the brain sciences to better assess

which, if any, implications for educational policy are juStified.



II. Overview:

Linkin rain Educational Policy: Pitfalls or Promi-

There is a growing sentiment among those responsible for educational

policy that the vast number of studies of the neurophysiology of the brain

-- or research in the brain sciences -- may hold far-reaching implications

for educators in the 1980s and beyond'. At stake is the intriguing possi

bil ty that properly formulated interrelationships between brain sciences

and educational-sciences (especially cognitive .psychology) might allow us,

in Howard Gardner's phrase, "to grasp the brass -ring .secret" of learning. The

more this possibility is questioned by many researchers, (also by Gardner

himself), the more intrigued many policy roakers seem to become.

Se'Veral recent works by authoritative researchers are linking brain

research to education. The book entitled The Brain and Education (1978) edited

by Jeanne Chall (Harvard) and Allan,Mirsky (Boston University, now NIH) is one

example. Merlin Wittrock's work at UCLA, The Brain and ysycholo_gy (1980) and

"Learning and the Brain" (1980), is another. Equally significant work by

people such as Marcel Kinsbourne, Joseph.Bogen -- and Jain Eccles, a Nobel

Laureate -- lend weight-and substance to the importance of brain research for

education and especially for educational policy. At the same time, many

doubts and unanswered questions remain.

Most edOcational policy makers have difficulty in sorting out just what

is ,important and relevant for them in the brain sciences. To many who have had

nd prior experience with neurophysiology -- and this includes the vast.majority
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it educatiOn -- brain research may give a deceptively unified appearance of

being a field with a single, apparently straight forward aim: to describe the

organization of the brain. To those familiar with the field, however, the

competing schools, airs, and divergent hypotheses -add levels of complexity

that render the notion of linking brain sciences to education too broad and

general to be meaningful. Which aspect of brain sciences, and which sectors

of education?

In this report, we describe some current research that links selected

aspects of-brain research to .selected issues in education. These issue areas

include the relationship between neurophysiology and cognition; the implica-

tions of cerebral latera_ization for creativity, imagery, and art education;

sex differences in brain functioning; nutrition and learning; new methods in

analyzing learning disabilities; and implications for a newly emerging concept

of "holistic education "

In all of these selected areas, there are at least three questions that

educational policy makers should explore:

- What are those who understand neurophysiology actually saying
that is relevant to cognitive psychology and education?

- Are the linkages between brain research and education
'strong enough yet as a basis for influencing education-
al policy, or

- Are they at least promising enough that anyone
concerned with educational policy should be cognizant
of their potential impact and stimulated by their
Far-reaching implications?

tIr



III. Who's Doing What? Some Selected Research Projects

In the pages that follow, we describe the work of selected research-

ers who, in our opinion, are dealing with key issues in this field. Most

of these people are well-known; some are younger scholars at the beginning

of their careers. While we cannot endorse every implication for educational

practice that these particular researchers draw from their research work.

all of them are carefully addressing issues that have the potential to exert

significant influence on American educational policy in the-19805 and beyond.

Because the literature and research on neurophysiology and cognition has

become so vast -- over 500,000 articles in medical and educational journals --

the present report must necessarily omit description of many excellent ef-

forts. However, throughout the report and in its appendix, readers are

referred-to other sources that may be consulted for additional particulars.
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Teachini of Art and the Study of eft/Right Brain Differentiation

Work of: Betty Edwards
900 Arroyo.Drive
South Pasadena, Cal. 91030
California State University
Long Beach, Cal..
Tel: 213-498-4111

Betty Edwards, author of book entitled Drawing on the Right Side

of the Brain,* teaches drawing at the California State University, Long Beach.

Her book is being widely used in the teaching of art and is undoubtedly the

best known work having to do with left/right hemispheric differentiation

of the brain. Her techniques are successful, according to many art teachers.

What Edwards has done is to use left/right hemispheric differentiation to

explain-her highly successful educational techniques as a teacher of art.-

Marilyn Ferguson offers a concise summary of Edwards' methods and rationale as

follows:

"Although some of these techniques were stumbled upon by
artists over the years, no one was sure how and why they worked.
Other methods in this book were discovered or devised by Edwards,
first as she explored the 'shift' she experienced when drawing and
later when she learned about split-brain research demonstrating the
brain's capacity for dual consciousness. When She learned that the
left hemisphere was verbal and analytical, the right spatial and
holistic, she realized why she was essentially unable to speak while
doing demonstration drawings before classes.

Her techniques, developed over the past decade, serve to turn
off theover-active left hemisphere. The left brain interferes with
perception because of its simplistic certainty that if it can name
and categorize something, it need not look carefully.

The ability to draw depends upon the right hemisphere's ability
to see relationships: angles, lines, curves, patterns of light and
darkness.

y Edwards, Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, Los Angeles, J.P.
Tarcher, 1979.



Among the techniques to confound the left hemisphe

Drawing upside-down. This keeps the novice artist om
identifying the parts being copied and therefore perception is more
direct. (Forgers often copy signatures upside-down so their own
bias does not interfere with the actual form of the original
letters.)

Drawing edges and contours. These are too diffuse or complex
hemisphere. They are un-nameable.to interest the

e Drawing negative space -- that is, looking at the
around objects and drawing that shape rather than focusing on the
objects themselves."*

A close reading of Edwards' bock yields a subtle and important point.

She developed her methods out of her own empirical practice -- led by her

own intuitions about what might work and her own critical observation about

wnat.does work. This is the way most fine teachers develop their personal

methods. Only later did she become cognizant of work in brain research and

discover that the left /right model provided a clarifying rationale for her

methods. Most reviews of her work miss this point, although Edwards herself

makes it. This may lead some readers to assume that Edwards developed her

techniques as an application of the left/right model, which is not the case.

This distinction is important because it implies that, in this case,

research played more of a secondary rationalizing role than a primary one or

Initiating or stimulating new practices. Until other learning strategies as

brilliant as Edwards' are developed by starting ith the left /right model and

. applying it to practice, one lesson to be drawn that the Creativity of

teachers does more to inspire new curricular developments than does the work

_f researchers.

*Marilyn Ferguson, "Tricks for Drawing on the Righ
The rain/Mind_Bulletin, Los Angeles, Ca., Vol. 4, nono. 16, July 2, 1979.:

ide of the Brain"



Nevertheless, what is most important about Edwards' work lies in her

making the connection between what works in the classroom and why, according

to neurophysiological research. In making this connection she has provided us

with a clear example of the relevance of neurcphysiological theory to educa-

tional practice in the teaching of drawing.



Li Brain Growth and Mental Development

Work of: Professor Herman Epstein
Department of Biology
Brandeis University
Waltham, Mass.
Tel: 617-647-2750

Epstein, a biologist and neurophysiologist at Brandeis who has studied

the implications of his work for education, has found that the human brain

undergoes spurts in growth and complexity during five age periods: 3-10

months, and 2-4, 6-8, 10-12, and 14-16 years. About- 85% of all children

this Pattern.

While the first growth spurt is an increase in size, the other four

manifest themselves as a substantial increase in the complexity of the neural-

networks. Functionally, this should correspond to an increased ability for

cvnplex thinking processes. Experimental data exist to'support these bio-

logical inferences,-according to Epstein.

What adds promise to Epstein's findings is his claim that his brain

grOwth stages2-correspond to Piaget's data on intelligence development. Piaget

postulated four main stages of development:* b.-1. (motor stage), age 2

(sensorirPtor) 6-7 (concrete operations), and 10-11 (formal :operations

stage). Dr., Pat Arlin, an educational psychologist from Vancouver has.

,

gathered evidence of significant additional development during ages 14716 - a

inding which corrresponds to Epstein't data. The Department of Education

sponsored a seminar in August, 1979, that allowed Epstein, Arlin and others

*These ages represent the earliest ages that some individuals begin to
move from one stage to the next. A substantial portion of adults never reach
the final steps.
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explore these relationships.

Thus brain growth periods may turn out to be a biological basis of the

eget stages. What implications can one derive by using this knowledne of

the existence of correlated spurts in brain growth with mental functionin

Epstein has some intriguing hypotheses:

The matching of instruction to the thinking levels of children would seem

o be the first task of any'educational strategy, especially at the junior'

high school level. This is because children around ages 12-14 show a hiatus

in brain growth. The data reveal that only a small minority of children can

experience any change in cognitive level during this period -- indeed that

some 75% children will sit through three consecutive years unable to handle

material presented at the level of formal reasoning. Since most junior high

school material uses this level, nearly three - fourths of the c'oildren are

robAbly "turned off" by it.

What Epstein recommends is to concentrate during this period on affective

and psychomotor skills rather than on introduction of novel intellectual

processes. This would necessitate schools developing instructional materials

that depart from most commercially published programs that invariably intro-

:duce new cognitive- information. Thus Epstein argues that middle school

'programs should

"a) discontinue the mass introduction of novel cognitive skills to
middle grades students who do not have sucft readiness; b) present
new cognitive,material at the existing skill level of students; and
.c) work to mature existing cognitive skills of middle grades learne

Further, Epstein recommends that "the middle school programs must

be restructured to include a large component of experience and practice

of skills within opportunities for interaction with.oature, society, and

11



people. This will require transposing a substantial portion'of the middle

school experience outside the walls of the school." This could be done -through

community service projects, nursing homes, day dare centers, and natural
.

resource reclamation projects,

Epstein's work also leads him to consider, implidations for programs

like Head Start (which he feels occurs at the wrong age period) and for gifted

children, 30% of whom do not manifest formal .operations at age 14. According.

Epstein, "This'is not surprising, since IQ is related-mainly to speed of

learning, while cognitive level iS related to style of learning. Thus we are

led to predict that close to 30% tf high IQ .children should be subject to the

'turn-off' phenomenon.",

Epstein and his associates have carried out several test p ogruns,

initially n some Poughkeepsie schools, and most recently in Lexington,

-MaiS;; where he-and Dr. Arlin have developed and administered courses to.

teachers to sensitize them to different cognitive levels and to show them_hOW

.to.abOy-these concepts to macon curricular materials to a-child's state of

development-

Some References :- Herman T. Epstein, and Conracr,F, Toed er,..Jr..

"Basis. for- ReorginiingAliddie-Grade .Educat
Educational Leadership,

"Summary- Report of Seminar on Cognitive Levels",
conference held in Washington August 9-1.1,:1979'

7prai.ri Growth and COgnitive Functioning" Colorado'
journal- EducatiOnal Research, Vol' 19, 344, 1979
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Guided imagery and he Teaching of Foreign LTITLITIt

Work of: Dr.-Beverly Galyean
ConfluentEducation Consultant
and Educational Researcher
Los Angeles Unified School District
Los Angeles, Cal'
Tel: 213-625-6089

Beverly Galyean,. an education consultant specializing in confluent/

holiStic learning models, with particular emphasis on their application to

foreign language instruction, has developed viable teacher training and,

curriculum models that Are now being piloted in Los Angeles City Schools.

Teachers are trained tb use a variety of effective, emotive, intuitive, and

nonlinear learning activities such 'as guided imagery, visualization,-medita-

tion, body movement, vychokinetic art, musjc, drama, and fantasy/ dream /ESP

activities to help children master basic skills and traditional subject

matter. Empirical results from these projectsHshow_that the Children (elemeh7

tary to high school,'"gifted" to "low achieving") taught via these Affective

nonlinear methods tend, to score higher on tests of basic skills.than do,

students'taught primarily through linear verbal /analytical modes.

According to Galyean, the students achieve more not.Only cognitively but-
.

show impressive gains in behavioral norms as well. High.dhool students

decrease negative classrbom behaviors when they meditate and engage in guided-

imagery activities on a daily basis with their teacher. Elementary children

demonstrate a more rapid readiness to begin working on basic skill material

afterexperiencing meditative and guided imagery activities. Hyperactive

children calm quidklywhen exposed.to guided body, movement and'centering/

breathing/meditative activities. And in several instances teachers report



accelerated learOing of computational skills and reading material following

imagery activities.

Galyean's work is influenced by the background of her doctoral studies in-

Confluent Education, -during which time she was prepared in the following

counselling strategies: Gestalt, encounter group, human relations, psychosyn-

thes values awareness, transpersonal identification and Rogerian counsel-

ing. She also links this to brain/mind theory and neurophysiologital.re-

search, including hemiSpheric lateralization. It should be noted that, unlike

Betty Edwards, the connection she draws between lateralization and her work is

not clearly demonstrable. Rather it has to do with employment 6.3-.L.tal

imagery -,as a poWerful learning tool and respect for a diversity of cognitive

styles in-individual learners.

Galyean's work haS generated imp- tant empirical results which show the

desirability of using a mix of traditional and .non - trod- tional approachet in

one conjoint learning procedure.

For example, fn a-recent foreign language teaching experiment which she

conceived and directed in Los Angeles, students benefitted dramatically

from this conjoint learninTprocedure.` As.reported by the Brain/Mind Bulle-

tin, this program for 'seventh to eleventh. graders

"Included guided.imagery, movement and art therapy, fantasypoetry, .

AraMa; music, valus clarification and healing arts.

A related project improved the English and Spanish of Chicano
children°, kindergarten through third grade.

-.Using a variety of introspective conversational activities, students
generated- their own study programs.- They established what. they,. to

learn and pradite, Beverly.Galyean, project'deVelo-per, told Brain/Mind_
Bulletin. "The teachers apply a self-awareness type of-language activity
to the regular text lesSon. For example, when practide the
past/imperfect tense, they close.their,eyes, breathe deeply and take - -anr
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imaginary Jour ey to some significant event in the past. Then they open
their eyes, draw and write in the foreign language about what they
experienced."

..:

Another example of the use of emotions in heightening a lesson:
When learning.ito use the French verb aimer (to love) in clauses beginning
with 'because,' students clOst their eyes imagine themselves in the
presence of five persons they love. 'The students are asked to tell these
people why t y love them. Finally, they draw the loved ones and write
captions in t e foreign language."

What makes this work mos'timpressiva is that students performed, on the

whole, almost t e as wel l as comparison groups. on speaking and writing

tests. In additi

I

"many of the junior and senior high students reported

positive changes ?n.their personal lives as well as their ability to concen-

1

.

trate in school."

*Confluent Teaching Doubles Language Test Scores",
Los Angeles, Ca.., Vol. 5, no. 10, April 7, 1980.

:rain /hind Bulle in,



Aphasia,

Work of:
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and mplications' for Art Education

Dr. Howard Gardner
Harvard Graduate School of Edutation
Longfellow HAill

Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

Tel: 617-495-4342

It is perhaps paradoxical that those who can say little -- patients

suffering from ' "aphasia ", or the loss of certain language abilities -- may

tee l us more than most' about bra-in and Mind, according to Howard Gardner who

I

udies brain functions of aphasic patients at Veterans Hospital in Boston and

;who also conducts research at Harvard on art educati6n and the development of

rtistic skills, I

After yea'rs of working with patients -who have suffered damage to right.

nd left hemispheres oT the \brain, Gardner, is skeptical of oversimplifi
)

dichotomies that,ass'Sign,%for example,,Ilinguistic

1.
the brain and aesthetic abilities the right. In a recent test, 74

71

'ghthanded; brain-damaged / bjects-/he_concluded' with "double dissoc a-
.

tiOn":. that is; 'an ;intact left, hemisphere does not_ of selfe- ensure adequatee

comprehension ofjall\l,nguistic messages" and " "an intact tight hemisphere does
/----

not guarantee adequate These cont),dions resulted

frcim giving-a series of tests requiring subjects to relate metaphoric sen-

tences with a picture th-tt "went beSt" with particular sentence.

:While, Gardner uses rigorous methods in such search; eVan he notes

ills to the left side o

Work conducted at BostOn Veterans-ans Administrati.oh- Hospital, Aphasia/
Resarch center, Jamaica Plain; and epartmentof -Weurology; Bo ton Universi-
ty,) School of Medicine,' Boston, Mass.- -

ComOrehension, , -6aphor On-Damaged patients" Brain,.
197J. , '-\,

-------
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the extr e e difficulty of accounting for the large number of variables /in-

volved. n the research cited above, for example, he separated subjects into

grOillPs of patients with lesions on the right hemisphere, left'hemisphere, left_

anterior, and left posterior plus a demented and a control group. gether

/////

into ac-factorssuch-as precise site or size f lesioncould not be taken

count. Experimental limitations such as theSe and others have led Gardner to

remark that.one explanation as plausible as many in today's popular literature

is that the left brain handles "the familiar,", while the rig t brain deals with

His article on "What We Know (and Don't Know) About the Twounfamilia

Halves of the Brain"- is'an excellent statement of caution in this field.

Gardner's work at Harvard as director of Project ,Zero* focuses on the

systematic study of art education and reflects a growing sophistication in

relating brain and mind to language and other forms of expression. In lon

tudjnal:studies of nine, children starting. at. age one, Gardner follows the

development -f-seven different "families" of -symbol use: language, SyMbolic

play, numbers, music, dance and movement, two-dimensional representation

(drawing and mapping); and three-dimensional:representation (clay and block\

building). He critiques Piaget's work as giving "scant consideration to the

thought processes used by artists, writers, musicians, athletes, [and] equall'

little infOrmation- about processes of ;intuition, creativity, or novel think-

ing

The work;at Project Zero is nearing a phase of attempting to apply the

*The name refers to the ount,of knoWledge considered available about
art education when the prOJ-ect began.-

**"Developmental:PsycholOgy After Piag " Liman Development, 1979.
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insights gained from its new frameworks and experimental results to ongoing

eums, children's tele-problems in art education by working ith schools, mu

signs and othet agencies. Implications for present day art education are

on American thinking

about artistic education", according to_The Washington Post (April 27, 1980).

far-reaching and have/already-- had "considerable impact

For example, Gardngr feels it is wrong for-schools to isolate artistic skills

ft-am, linguistic ones- and `to label the,arts nonbasic to edutation. The
/

crea-

tion: and appreciation of art can be aided by good teaching, without which the

whole world of art will remain beyond the reach of most children. -Gardner

also takes a controversial position that there is a qualitative and quantita-

tive decline in/children's drawing abilities around age 7, a fact nqred in

classroom practice.

Howard Gardner's proVocative, systematic research is be ther

amplified via _a new project that seeks to provoke,new thinking about "huMan

pdtential".: Spons0i7ed by the Van Leer Foundation with a o Harvard and

direCted by Dr. HaroTh Lasker, the "I-logien potentials project" is likely to

provide a, test for some of Gardners .hypotheses during the coming 3-4 yea

Same References: The Shattered Mind: The
Knopf, NeW York, 197

=

The Ar s and Human Development, Wiley, New York, 1973

"What We Know and Don't Know) About the Two Halves
of the Brain", .Harvard Magazine, Cmbridge, April, 9.78-

/
with Suzanne Hamby, "The Role ofiti-w Right Hemisphere
in the Apprehension of Complex Linguistic- Materials"
forthcoMing
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Cerebral Late- alization and,Copnitive Development

Work of: Marcel Kinsbourne, M.D.
Department of Neurology
Massachusetts Genral,Hospital
Boston, Mass.

and Research Unit, Shriver Center
Waltham, Mass.
Tel:- .617-89373500

Kinsbourne is most notable for his interes left/right laterialization

as it affects learning diSabilities. His article with Merrill Hiscock enti-

tled "Cerebral Lateralization and Cognitive,Development"* provides an excel-
,

lent and comprehensive review of the literature on this subject. ,Kinsbourne's

interest- .in--the multidimensional relationships among child development;.

tognitive growth anctdevelopment, neurology and learning disabilities reflects

his training, as a. pediatrician and child psychologist who has developed

expertise ill neurology.for the purpose clarifying.issues in childreWs

learning and psychology.

His particular research interests reflect this interdisciplinary or en-

tation; His work focuses'on langda-edisabilities in children (he has written-

a book entitled Lan ua e Development and Ueurolo ical Theory**) and on-atten-
,

tional.problemsend autism (both of which may-h-ave important neurological

connections.

Recently he has turned his attention to the role.nutrition plays in this

of issues. For examplein-the March 980 issue of Scende, he coauthored

*From-.Jeanne Chall and Allan Mirsky e ) Education and the Brain,
Un versity of Chicago-Press -1978

Marcel Kinsbodrne LanpuaQe2Development and Neurol-i2iical Theory, 1977
Aca mic Press. i

I
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/an article on the relationships of food dyes to hyperactivity.*

His work on left/right lateralization is contained in his book entitled

isymetrical Function the Bra

*James M. Swanson and Marcel Kinsbourne, "Food.Dyes Impair Performance
of Hyperactive Children on a Laboratory Learning Test", Science, V01. 20T,
no, March 1980

* Cambrid e Un versity'Press, 197
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Sex Differences in Hemispheric Asymme y

Work of: Susan Leigh Stet--
Department of Sociology
University of California, -San Francisco
4249 24th Street
San Francisco, Cal. 94114
Tel: 415-641-4478

Susan Star is a young feminist scholar whose workion sex differences

in hemispheric asymmetry has been published in several books edited by
.

Ruth Hubbard, Professor of Biology at Harvard. Hubbard, who is foremost

among feminist scholars concerned with the ways in which science views

women, conside-S Star to be the most articulate and accurate feminist

critic.of the left /right -brain research in:particular_ and sexist biases

All the literature on the psychology of consciousness in general.

With care and balance inther research, Star shows the difficulties

inherent in broad claims that males are more cloSely associated withleft

brain functioning and females` with right brain functioning'. Sudh claiMS,

for,exatple would imply that men,are more verbally skilled than women,

which is contrary to. the results of standardiied tests.

*Susan Leigh Star "Feminism and the Psychology of Consciousness,"
Science/Technology and the Humanities, Fall 1979, Vol. 2, no 1, pp..
303-308.
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Her articles, "The Politics of Left and Right: Sex Differences in

Hemispheric Asymmetry ",* and Sex Differences and the Dichotomization

of the Brain: Methods, Limits, and Problems in Research on Conscious-

ness,"** provide a clear critique of key problems associated with

left /right brain research valuable not only for the feminist issues they

raise but also for the more general issues in the brain sciences. These

include methodological difficulties, conflicting data and ihterpreta-

tions, the extent to which social values and ideology influence the

interpretation of sci II ic data, and the misconceptions promoted by

writers who too often mistake conjecture for fact when relating the

neurosCiences to huMan nature.

*In an anthology about women and biology, Women Look at Biology Looking
\

at Women, Ruth-Hubbardet a (eds.), cambridge,Mass.: Schenkman, 1979. ,' -

\
i

1

**In Genes and Gender: P:itfalls!il Research on Sex and Gender, ed.
M., Lowe an, R,Hubbard. N.Y,: Gordian Press, 1979 . A third article,
"Right Brain Epistemology" will appear in a bOok of essays for the Modern
Language Association Commission on the Status of kOmen, J.P: Stanley and
S. Hoagland; (eds.). i
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Creativit Creativit Testin , and Cerebral Hemisphericit

Work of: Professor E. Paul Torrance
with J. Pansy Torrance

Department of Educational Psychology
_Colle_geof Education
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

E. Paul Torrance is one of the most prOlific investigators in the field

of creative behavior. Since 1958, he has been nurturing a quiet revolution to

make elementary, secondary, higher-, and career education more creative. His

long history of teaching creativity and of develOping creativity tests com-

bines with his recent interest in left/right brain research. The implica-

tions of his work for schooling are far-reaching and include: fundamental

reorientation of teacher aina:2-towards more creativity; -creativity tests as

a counterpoint to IQ testing; development of new interdisciplinary curricular

materiels and reform of statewide school purchasing programs new programs to
,

study the future that gwbeyond the walls of the classroom, even for elemen-

tary school pupils; and so on,

Some of the highlights of his work are encapsulated below:

The creative education revolution: Education today is more creative

than 20 years ago. In 1976, all 10$ sixth graders of a stable'representAive

Georgia sChobl were administered the Same creativity tests given to ther..91

counterparts in 1987: the greatest- gains were in originetty-and,elaboration,

two characteristics of creativity. These results were confirmed by Flanagan,

who recorded increases in creativity at me time as noting decreases in

g-ammar and computation skills.

Objective studies administe ed. in 1962-showed that prospective teachers

had attitudes that would not reward and even would suppress development of

i



creative abilities. By 1978, 96% of a test sample of 508 teachers- -t aining

thought more class time should be used for teaching creativethinking.

o 1-111v in.1959, Torrance poihted out that if one identified as

gifted the upper 20% of a school population based on an intelligence test, 70%

of the most creative would be missed. The'most widely used test for Creati-

vity'is the TTCT (Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking). It has been translat-

ed into 30 languages. In the US, over 100,000 students take the test annual-

ly. Over 1000 research studies have examined its utility -- to all age

groups, with minorities, and for its long-run predictabil'ty which is now

being validated through a 20-year:follow-up study (in progress)

,o Left /Right Hemisphericity: Torrance believes that the accumulated

research on the specialized functions of cerebral hemisphereS "has given

additional theoretical and-empirical support" -to his work. Therefore he has

developed tests for right, hemisphere (nonverbal) thinking, suchas-"Sounds

and Images" published in 1973. He also developed "Your Style of Learning and

Thinking" (fourth revision) for use with normally functioning adults and

adolescents.

As reported in Brain/Mind Bulletin 1979) Torrance has shown that

people Can change their preferred styles of learning through training, that

those having a left-hem sphere. style of processing information score lower on

tests'of creative thinking ability, and that gifted students'with a predomin-

antly left-brain style have greater difficulty in seeing implications of new

knowledge.

o Combining futurism and_creative.education: Two extraord'nary-p'rograms

e developed by Torrance et_al. to encourage children (starting from.age 2 -3)
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and adults to think creatively about the future. These are the "Future

Problem Solving Sociodrama" and the "future Problem Solving Bowl ".. Break-
3

throughs are achieved in both techniques. when participants are able to use

"states of consciousness other than the ordinary, fully rational states",

emotional factors are equally important to intellectual ones in imaging the

future. Both techniques also are commonly ,used outside the classroom walls,

in one case at the Goddard Space Center where students were "taken to anothr

planet" and asked to design a new way of life.

Torrance feels it is especially important that gifted/talented children

be exposed to such future - oriented techniques. By 1978, the Future-Problem

Solving Bowl had expanded from the initial 23 high schools in northeastern

Georgia to over 300 schools and 6000, students in 24 states. In 1980, the

University of Nebraska administered the program, supported-in part by the\,..
\,

.:Nebraska Association for the Gifted.ito an estimated 30-066 _people:

International asp ts: .Torrance cites work'from 25 different coun-

tries showing Ahat creativity can be studied cross - culturally. He has ex-

\

wined styles of learning and think ng in the USA, Japan, Israel, India, and .\

Mekico. Some conclusions: Japanese students score higber,on intuition,

verbal- instruction, and precision while US students are higher,. respective

in.logic, demonstration, and looseness Uack of structure).

S- wary: Torrance has conducted work along the:lines described above

with pre - school children, with students in career education, and with the

.eiderly -- as well as in elementary, secondary, and higher eduCation.-- and-has

developed well-researched tests for nearly all of them. These are listed and

described in "Highlights:, Georgia Studies of Creative Behavior, .1970 = 1979 ",

Y,
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available from the University of Georgia. The extensiveness -and originality

of Torrance's work makes .him a most provocative and substantial figure, the

importance of ,whose work has been underestimated in our opinion.

Some References: "Creativity and Futurism in Education: Retooling",
Education, Vol. 100, summer, 1980

"Role of Hemisphericity in Performance on Selected
Creativity Measures", Gifted Child Quarterly, 1979,
Vol. 13 (with S.A Mourad)

"Perceived Changes in Styles of Learning and Thinking
(Hemisphericity) Through Direct And Indirect Training",
Journal of Creative Behavior, Vol. 12, 1978 NftiiC. Reynolds)

"Torrance Testsof Creative Thinking: Norms-Technical.-Manual
(Research Editibd ) ", Personnel Press, Lexington, Ma,s.., 1966

Gifted Children in the Classroom, Macmillian, 19653 0

Is_Creativity Teachable?, Phi Delta Kappan Education Founda-
tion,1973

",Evaluating the Elusive Aspects of Career Education",
Journal. of Research And Development in Education, 1979, Vol.
12
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Professor Merlin C. Wittrock
Graduate School of Education
University of California
Los Angeles, Ca.. -90024
Tel: -213-825-8329 ,

Wittrock's interests center on the relationships between cognitive

psychology and classroom instruction. He has taught courses in both these

areas at U.C.L.A. In the interest of further illuminating those relation-

ships, ttrock has recently turned his attention to exploring the interface

of cognitive psychology and neurophysiology. The-fruits of this exploration

are contained in a series of articles which, taken together, provide the most

complete and useful: review of the literature that relates brain functioning to

cognitive processes in learning. Wittrock's work in articles such as "Learn=

ing and the Brain "* and "Education and the Cognitive Processes of the

Brain"** is careful, even - handed, well-researched, and insightful.

Wittrock's own research in the area of learning and the brain is high

lighted by his work in generative processes in learning and memory, particu-

larly as these processes relate to the acquisition of language and reading

skills.

By "generative cognitive processes", Wittrock means those processes by

which children anti .adults generate meanings for written language by relating

*"Learning and the Brain" from M.
Academic Press, 1980;

rock, ed. The Brain and Psychology,

**"Education and the Cognitive Processes of the Brain" from Jeanne Chall
and Alan Mirsky, (eds. )Educa.tion and the Brain, University of Chicago Press,
1978.
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it to their knowledge and memories of experience. By this constructive

process they make sense out of prose and connected discourse., In constructing

his theory of generative cognitive processes, Wittrock makes reference to two

essential-learning processes which have been studied both in neurosciences and

in cognitive. psychology: attention and encoding.*

Wittrock's theoretical work has been supplemented by empirical studies

such as those he describes in 'Learning and the Brain".

"In a number of studies, my students and I have studied the
effects' Of the generation of imagery and verbal elaborations upon
learning in school. Bull and Wittrock (1973) found that when
elementary school children drew simple pictures of the definitions
of vocabulary words they remembered more of the meaning of the words
than when they wrote and studied the definitions.

In another study(Wittrock et al;, 1975), a familiar story
fatilitated the generation of meaning for new and undefined vocabu-
lary words. Doctorow et al. (1978) found that instructions given to
junior high school students to generate a summary sentence. after
each paragraph of a story sizeably increased their retention and
comprehension of the stories.

In a recently completed study (Wittrock & Lutz, in preparation),
college students reading a chapter from Rachel Carson's book, The
Sea Around Us, increased their memory of the -information in the
chapter,by constructing a verbal -analogy for the main idea of each
paragraph or-by constructing a summary sentence after reading each
.paragraph. In these studies, self-generated verbal =or imaginal
representations cf the information -to be learned facilitated learn
ing."**-

*Encoding has to do with the constructing and storing
abstract and concrete representations and interpretations, o
experience.

in memory) of
events frOM

**Bull, S.L. and Wittrock, M.C. "Imagery in the Learning of Verbal Defini-
tions", British .Journalof Educational Psychology, 1973, 43, pp. 289-293.
Wittrock,W.C. et "Read-Trig as a Generative Protess",-Journal of Educational
Psycholooy, 1975, 67, pp. 484-489. Doctorow, M.J , et al. "Generative Process
in Reading Comprehension ", Journal of Educational Psychology, 1978, 70, pp.
109-118. Wittrotk, M.C. and Lutz,1. COMpi'ehension and the Genera-
tion of Verbal Analogies and Summaries-," in preparation.
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Wittrock's importance, then, rests both on his integrative skills as a

reviewer of the field of learning and the brain sciences as well as-on his own

integrative research and theory building as a cognitive psychologist.

Considering his solid, systematic, multidisciplinary work, Wittrock

deserves to be regarded as a leader among those who are attempting to reach

a useful and balanced understanding of a variety of implications the

relationship of brain functioning to cognitive psychology and of both these

areas to classroom instruction.



WHO'S DOING WHAT? ADDITIONAL NAMES AND RESEARCH WORK

Many more names and research projects were suggested to us during, the course

-f our inquiry. Given the constraints on time and resources, not all could be

lowed up and investigated. These include

Dr. Joseph E. Bogen, M.D.
:Roos Loos Medical Group
1711 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA. 90026

Tel: 213413-131-3

Professor Jeanne Chall
Harvard GradOate School of Educa
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

Tel: 617-495-3521

Dr.Eric Courchesne
Medical School
University of California
San Diego, Ca. 92037

Dr. Joaquin Cravioto, Chairman
Division of Scientific Research
Hospital del Nino Iman
Insurgentes dur 3700
Mexico city 22, D.F., Mexico

Dr. Peter Fuller
Child Development and
Mental Retardation Center

University of .Washington
Seattle, Washington 98105'

Tel: 206-543-0124

Dr. David Galin
[San Francisco]

A neurosurgeon who has participated
in the disconnection of cerebral
hemispheres in severe epileptics.
He has related left-right laterali-
zation,to parallel ways of knowing in
several articles. Readers are referred
to his article "Some- Educational Impli-
cations of Hemispheric Specialization"
in Chall and Mirsky.

Widely recognized professor of read-
ion 'ing. Editor, with Allen Mirsky, of

Education and the Brain, 1978.

Engaged in research on learning dis-
abilities and EEGs.

Malnutrition and education. Has data
on 200 village children in Mexico,
from their birth to age 7; on effects:
of malnutrition,

Engaged in research on learning dis-
abilities and.EEGs.

He studied left ight brain in
young children.
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Carlton Gajdusek
National Institute of Health
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Norman Gesdhwind
Harvard Medical School
Boston, Mass.

Dr.-Michael Gazzaniga
Department of Neurology
Division of Cognitive Neuroscience
Cornell Medical 'School

1300 York Avenue
New:York, New York

Tel 212-472-8296

Dr.-Muriel Lezak
CliniCalPsychologist
Veteran's Hospital
Health Services Center
3710 Southwest Veterans Road
Portland,-Oregon 97210

Tel: 503- 222 -9221

Mr. Joseph Psotka
Nationa' Institute of Education
Department of Learning and Development
1200 19th Street N.W.
Washingoton, D.C. 20208

Tel: 202-264-6572.----
,,------

Ms. Julia Director
Women's Research Institute of Wisconsin
3917 Plymouth Circle
Madison, Wisconsin 5705

Tel: 608-233-0255

Works in the field of neuro-
physiological pathology.

Considered one of the foremost
researchers on the .relationship
between neurophysiology and
behavior.

Significant work; in left
right brain studies and
handedness.

Author of Neuropsydhological
Assessment, 1976. Work-in child
psychology, integration of left/
right briars, and reading.

Helped to organize Conference
on neurphysiology at U.C.L.A-;-fii"
'mid-1970s. 'Continued interest
in the field. /

Work on sex differences in
brain functioning.



-A Symposium on Recent Research on the Human Brain and
Implications for EduOition, JOY 15 9,- 1980

Organizer: Ms. Mary Leighton
College of Education
University of Oregon

-.Eugene, Oregon
Tel: 503-686-3407

From duly 15-19, 1980, over 900 educatorS (mainly teachers) gathered

to hear eight speakers discuss research on the human brain as a possible new

significant frontier for_. educators. The topics and speakers were -as follows:

The Challen of Brain Research
Herman Epstein, Professor of Biology,
Brandeis UniverSity

Biolo ical Time: The Clock Within Us
Michael Menaker, Professor of Biology
Director of Neuroscience Training and
Research, University of Oregon

Development of the Human Brain
Marcus Of Anatomy,
University of Utah, College of Medicine

.Specialization in/the Cerebral Hemispheres.
Murial Lezak, Clinical Neuropsychologist,
Veterans Hospital, Portland, Oregon

Sex Differences. 'in Brain Function
Julia Sherman, Dirikr,-JIoriResesarch(
Institute of Wisconsin

Language Processing in the Brain
D. Frank Benson, Professor of Neurology,
The Center for Health Sciences,
Lost Angeles

Endo hins: The Bod Own 0 fates
Avram Goldstein, Professor o
Pharmacologyi Stanford University

Biofeedback:A Chall,enie-___t the Priorities
Brain Research

Barbara Brown, forMer Chief of. Experiential
Physiology, Veterans Hospital, Sepulveda,

California
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Ms. Leighton concluded that the conference was successful in informing

the participants and provoking their thinking. However, the presentations

were less germaine to educational practice than had been hoped. Many felt

that this research would become more relevant further into the future -- some

said as far as 25-50 years into the future. The experience Of this very good

symposium indicates at least-two things relevant to the Horace Mann Learning

Cent_

First, small workshops-would probably be more productive at this stage

than large symposia. What is needed now, and what few agencies seem to be

sponsoring, are opportunities for brain researchers to think about the educa-

implications of their work, together with and aided'by cognitive

psychologists. This process requires small group interaction with sufficient

time to develop researchable propositions.

,:....Second, even though brain research mayte y_ s away from much of educe-__
/

tional policy,. it is very close at hand in at least one important respect,
.

which is the ethical dimension. Just as thepurposes of.research in genetic

engineering recently. sparked constructive controversy, it is quite possible

that brain research may provoke similar debate. Properly formulated, such

discussion- could benefit neurophysiology by indicating new priorities and it

could help educators understand the strong and eak pointsOf brain research.

In order for such debates to be properly formul/aLed, educational policy

makers will have,to become better inrormed about the present state-of-the-art

of brain research.
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IV. TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS

The work described in' h- foregoing pages can be summarized as fol-

-lows:

A growing collection of evidence indicates that leftleft. and right sides of

the human brain process information differently. While there is general

agreement about the existence of these differences, their precise nature and

significance are the subject of considerable disagreement.- The increase in

scientific experimentation -has been matched -- if not exceeded -- by popular

spbulation: it has become fashionable to relate many behavioral dichotomies

to specializations of either,the left.or right-hemisphere. Distinguishing

ScienLific hypothesis from unsubstantiated speculation thus has become diffi-

cult for edi4.ati seeking implications of the brain-sciences for educational

policy.

this section, we begin by describing some methodological p'oblems that

make it difficult to link neuraphysiology and cognition. Then we identify

several key issues of importariCe'o educators, noting areas of agreement and

disagreement among researchers.

ethods in.Neurophysiolosy and the."B ain Mind" Problem

Educators should be cognizant of a number of fundamental methodological

problems.

o None of the present research methodolo
certaint-- how the bra'n, function

ies can determine with

.What we know about how the brain functions comes from research that

is limited by our ability to get physically inside the living brains of fully,

functional, normal human beings. Research strategies have included
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observations of the interior of the brain by neurosurgeons
working on live animals, dead humans, or on-human beings a,-
flicted by pathology or injury;

researcher =s' observations of behavioral distortionsin human
subj'ects known to have certain brain dysfunctions;

electroencephelograms (EEG's) which through external monitoring
distinguish between different kinds of brain wave patterns
present in different regions of the brain, correlated with
externally observed modes of mental functioning or responses to
behavioral tasks;

4) a host of other externally exhibited and monitored behaviors
such as eye movements,- listening patterns, and performance on a
variety of kinds of tests.*

It should be pointed out that the major contemporary impetus for left/

right brain studies derives from early work on abnormal adults by Roger

Sperry. Year later, doubts still persist as.to how much explanation abnormal

brains can provide- about normally-functioning, intact,brains

Another methbdological problem is the difficulty in pinpointing locations

for brain functions. AS Gardner has pointed out, it cannot be proved that a

function is housed in a particular location just because that function is

impaired by damage to that location. His famoUs analogy is that the function-

ing of'a radio can be terminated by cutting off the plug, but no one would

conclude that the sound was "housed" in the plug.

As Merlin Wittrock explains:

"Cognitive functions cannot be reduced to neural structures and
psychological processes..." (1978) "... the precise neurolo-
gical mechanisms involved in different types of learning are not
known." (1980)

Hence, those interested in connecting necrological functioning with

learning must rely on findings which are alweys limited by being unable

*This list is not necessarily exhaustive.
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live, y functioning, healthy, human brain.

Relatin brain function to cognition or behavior' reO'uires con-
h oothetical model of the mind. Such models are built

Lions_ and "filling in" where evidence is
- . .

_: __

incomp As u such models may be,_they_Arfoerimen-
talz_hypotheses,_n hard fact as is sometimes implied.

Genera ing models of the mind is an e-old occupation f philosophers,

more recent/ly of psychologists and most recently of neurophysiologists.

Sperry and hi associates constructed such hypothetical models in generating

the notion of two brains from research in patients whose hemispheres had-been

severed. This procedure is invariably used by everyone who relates a model of

complex neurological functioning to human cognition, thought, perception,

learning, memory, and so on.

The difficulty,in verifying relationships between neurological structures

and cognition is sometimes referred to-as "the brain/mind problem". A

recent book'on the subject includes a dialogue of great interest between

philosopher Ka 1 ?upper and Nobel Lauriate neurophysiologist John C. Eccles.

Its title, The 5e1!and ItsBrain,* reflects the recurrent notion that the

brain and.mind are indeed different entities. Whether or not it is.the case

that the mind is greater than the sum of the brain's parts, the problem of the

difference between the nature of mental processes and the .nature of neuro-

physiological functioning is at least one of two separate levels if analyses

that may be correlated but not easily linked in any direct causal manner.

Many,of the problems -in- the research arise when causal relations are

posited across .levels such as these. And there are many levels, ranging

*Karl R. Popper and John C. Eccles, The Self and Its Brain. New York:
Springer International, 19 7.
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upward in elaboration from synapses andelectro-chemical functions, through

neurological regions of the brain, to mental functions at-the psychological

level, to complex humah behavIors at the level of the social sciences and

humanities.-

The construction of hypothetical models of the mind seems both inevitable

and promising. One virtue of relating neurophysiology to cognition is that

neurophysiological research may stimulate the development of new models of the

mind that more adequately portray mental functioning. Caution, however, is in

order: since the distinctions between empirically verifiable data and the

hypotheses drawn from that data are often disregarded by many popularizers and

overly minimized by some researchers, there is a tendency for the hypothetical

models of mental functioning to be interpreted as facts about how the brain

works.

Susan Leigh Star summarizes thes,e, problems cogently, showing how literal-

ly hundreds of "models of the mind" have been derived from Sperry's original.

work on no more than 20 adults:

The current strong wave of interest in hemispheric asymmetry
began with the work of Roger Sperry, who studied persons with
'severe epilepsy who had .had their corpora callosa (the nerves and
other tissue connecting the two hATVes of the brain) surgically
severed-in an attempt to control seizures. As a result, these
people had two separately functioning brain systems - -their right
hand literally did not know what their left was doing.(uniess they
had a chance to look and see!): Sperry presented the two sides of
the brain in such people with a variety of stimuli- - verbal, tactile,
and visual. On the basis of his subjects' responses, he was able to
generalize about the types of functions that the two hemispheres
perform separately He concluded that the left half of the brain
determines:logical ,thought, most speech, mathematical ability and
"executive" decisions, while the right half rules visuo-spatial

*For further discussion ofthe levels of analysis problem, see even-

Rose, The Conscious Brain, Vintage Books, New York, 1973.
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ability, emotions, and intuitions. His hypothesis about the left
hemisphere controlling verbal functions was supported by obser-
vations on brain-damaged people with lesions in their left hemi-
spheres, many of whom have more and severer speech impairments thah
those with right hemisphere lesions.

The strict equation of spatial ability with right hemisphere
functions, and of verbal ability with the left, combined with the
tenet that it is most natural to use one side of the 'drain at a

time; formed the basis for subsequent theories about sex differerices
in asymmetry. Sperry's hypothesis, based on his observations of
fewer than twenty patients, became a " act" that was subsequently
used to _ theories.tO theOries.

Since we are in a period of intense interest in neur- physiology, it

is not surprising that a number of brain-based models of the mind are cur-

rently in use-. In addition to the many models reflecting the left/right

brain differentiation, there are also models stimulated by research in ar-

tifical intelligence (M.A. Arbib's Metaphorical Mind, for example), models

based on theories of brain evolution (P.D. MacLean's Triune brain) and a model

based on the image of a- holograph (Karl Pribram's Holographic Theory of

Consciousness).

Perhaps the most important point for educators is to proceed with great

care when relating jearning to the neurosciences. This warning, repeated by

many in the field, is well summed up by. Jeanne Chall and Allen Mirsky who

conclude their book Education and the Brain with the following statement:

"Every chapter author acknowledges the great complexity of
the brain and the theoretical disagreements that arise from this
complexity. If this brings confusion and uncertainty to the

*Susan Leigh Star, "Sex Differences and the Dichotomization of the
Brain,: Methods, Limits and Problems in Research on Consciousness,
Program in Human Development and Aging," University of California, San
Francisco, in Genes. and Gender__: Pitfalls in Research on Sex and Gender,
Ruth Hubbard and Marian iowe iditOrs Gordian Press, ew York, 1919.
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different neuroscientists, it brings an even greater sense of inse-
- curity to the non-specialist. In the search for certainty, there,
may be a tendency to hold one simple theory: It is important for
the non-specialist to know that-the various brain theories are being
constantly refined and modified,, "*

Creativity, imageriy,!ndArt Education

The most practical implications of cerebral lateralizeon to classroom

practice concern the areas of creativity, imagery, and art education. The

popular success: of Betty Edwards and others in teaching drawing,_ the research

of Howard Gardner in art education, and the creativity enhancements and

testing by E. Paul Torrance all deserve further explorations. Despite some

obvious commonalities among the work these people represent, there are pro-

found and unresolved areas of disagreement. Gardner, for example would not

view the brain as two halves in the way Betty Edwards does; rather he would

describe "seven brains ", or seven brain functions that correspond o the seven

symbol systems he studies.

Both Gardner and Edwards seek to enhance nonverbal skills. In contrast,

Torrance and al-S/0 Wittrock would "draw on the right side of the brain" to

develop linguistic capacities. Wittrock, for example, uses imagery to In-

crease vocabulary skills. Torrance seeks ways to enhance written expres-

sion.

Thus in the promising areas of creativity, imagery, and art education,

"educating for both halves of the brain" means very different things to dif-

ferent people. For policy-makers, this implies a need -for more experimenta-

tion and for further dissemination of a variety of information and ideas.

*Jeanne Ch411 and Allen lirski(eds. ) Education and the Brain, University

Chicago Press, 19.78, page 376.



This could perhapt best be done through small Workshops that involve not'only,

researChers but- practitioners as well. It should be noted that the 1980

conference of th'e American Association-for the Study of Mental Imagery has

held such workshops. Abre information on their program can be obtained from

Ms. Anne Dickaspn, Program DireCtor- Mental Imagery Conference, 219 .Nolte

Center; 315,PiTlsbury Drive Min6eApolis,.Minn. 55455. For fu ther

d, iscussions'in this area, see Joseph Khatena, "Creative Imagination Imagery:

Where' is It Goin0',.Journal f_Crea;iye 5ehavior, Vol. 10 ao. 1976, pp.

159 -192.

Sex Differences in Le /Pi h ain Research: Fact or Fantas:?_-

n the popular literature, the left side of the brain is often
associated with ma e consciousness whi e the ri ht side is associ-
ated with fema e 'consciousness. TO what extent are such c
born_out by research?

aims

'Claims of this sort are not well supported by present neurophysio ogical

research. They seem to be based on early speculations of writers like Robert

_Ornstein arid others who were extrapolating from research-bated hypotheses

whiCh havisince come to be seriously questi.oned even by Ornstein himself.

:Susan Leigh-Star sums it up Well:

"In the years since Ornstein's book was written, many Osy-..
chophySiologists have revised their initial conceptions of brain
asymmetry,- and most, including'Ornstein, now realize that there it
no duality of consciousness.jn the brain."**

*Robert Ornstein,
and toMpany, 1972.

Susan Leigh Star, "Sex Differences and the Dichotomization of the

Brain Methods, Limits and Problems in Research on Consciousness, Program in
Human DeveloRment and Aging," University of-California, Sane Francisco, in
Genes and Gender:- Pitfalls in Research on Sex and Gender, 116th Hubbard and

ian owe Gar ian-Press, New York, 1979.

sychola y of Consciousness, New York, W.H. F eeman



Nonetheless, 0 nsteiWs'The_Psychology of Consciousness remains very

influential and many voices continue to echo:conceptions now out-dated.

What differences in left brain/right brain functioning are now thought to

exist -between males and females, and what:sense can one Make of any such

differences? The research findings and even the hypotheses are conflict-

ing-and contradictory. Three examples of such hypotheses are provided on the

---71
following pages. These examples are ex cerpted and described in some detail,

reflecting,the importance and complexity ofthis issue. Readers who prefer to

do so may skip or,skim to the next topic for discussion that begins on page

50.
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71,o Competing Hyp-oth-iies about
Bight Brain/Left Brain lunatic=

The following two hypotheses have been among the most widely
discu=ssed and believed theories about sex,glifferences in brain az-rr
metry. They are both based on alleged sec difierencEs on spatial and
verbal tasks, and represent two entirely different reasonings from
basically the same set of "facts; " ,Levy and Sperry say that women
are inferior on spatial tasks bemuse of a lesser degree of latera tiaa-
tion; Btiffery and Gray say that they are superior on verbal tasks
because women's brains are more lateralizect

The Lec perry Hypothesis
Levy and Sperry begin their reasoning by noting that females

perform poorly on certain testa for spatial abilities, and that left-
handed men perform poorly on the same tom. Left-handers, they
state, perfoffn poorly on these tests bicanse of "cross-talk" from
their left hemispheres while performing the tasks: they are said to be
less lateralizei The authors argue that the superiority of right-
handed males in such spatial tasks is due to a greater lateralization
of the brain: Levy states that "it might be that female brains are
similar to those of left-hand erainhaving less hemispheric spalira-
tion than vale right-hander's brainan eandperry also draw a
further analogy between feinales and left- handers: they state that in
left-handers language is mediated by both sides of the brain (whereas
in right- handers it is a left brain function) and that the
component in theiright hemisphere of the left-handers (alleged to be
absent in right handers for the most part) is what interferes with
"pure" right - hemisphere performance on spatial tasks. (In h.ct, it is
not true that left-handers usually have bilateral language represen-
tationP) From this Levy and Sperry generalize to females who, they
assizme, also have bilateral reprwentation for language, and they
oonclude that this is why females as a !croup perform_ more poorly
than males on spatial tasks.

A number of researchers have already begun to accept their
hnothesis as fact, and are using it to interpret further findings,
although, the problems with it are legion_ Levy and Sperry do not
addrew training and socialization as possible factors in performance
of spatial tasks. They do not verify their assumption that the tests
measuze the degree of hemispheric spe6aliration. And they do not
address the crAtiral fact that female consistently perform better
than males on tests of verbal ability, a fact which would seem to con-
tradict their assumption that females have bilateral language
representation (which, by their reasoning, should make their verbal
abilitiw poorer). Rather, they seem more interested in explaining
male superiority on spatial tasks, whatever contortions of logic this
might demand_

*'excerpted from Susan Leigh Star, op.cit.
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The Buffery-Gratt Eirpothesis
Buffery and Gray examine the same test scores and

Sperry, mhich show that males perform better at certain- spatial
tasks; but unlike \Levy and Sperry, they also take into account
female verbal superiority.

To explain how both apparent superiorities can co-exist, Buffery
and Gray construct the following hypothesis. They postulate that in
maim, linguistic and visuct-spatial abilities are representel in both
bemi.spherm, whereas in females they are separated into the left and
right hernispherm respectively. (rnus for Buffery and Gray, females
are more lateralized than males, exactly opposite to Levy and
Sperry's conclusion.) Buffer, and Gray then assert- that bilateral
representation is most efficient for visuo-spatial tasks a direct
contra6ction of most theories bemuse these tasks require a
global, holistic perception. Hence malm, with less lateralization
than females, perform better on visuo-spatial tests. Then, with a
confounding leap in logic, they assert that verbal tasks "require
more lateralization," since they are more "sp...i_fic" and "delicate"
and "localized" than spatial tasks. Hence women, with greater
lateralization than men, perform better at verbal tasks.

There are at least three serious problems with their hypothesis
The first is that deriving a more global or Galt perception from
superior performance on the spatial tasks that have been used in
these tests requires a bit of imagination For instance, one task is the
rod and frame test, which gauges the ability, in a darkened room, to
adjust a morable glowing rod within a tilted frame to a vertical posi-
tion. Another tests the ability to distinguish pictures of familiar
objects that are concealed within a camouflaging background. The
ability to take a figure out of its background context is called "field
indipenclence and is used as animmple of "spatial ability."

In these sorts of tests femalg, on the average, are less able to
seParate a figure from its contax-t, and are therefore said to be more
field dependent-than males. From this it would appear thatfernoks
are the ones who exhibit Gestalt permption (right hemisphere), yet
this is attributed to men in the attempt to explain their supposedly
superior spatial ability.

But \more blatant contradiction emerges froi n the Buffery-Gray
.theorizing. They casually mention that

male .superiority on visual tasks only appeals when
manipulation of spatial relationships is involved. On
tasks which depend for their/execution principally on the
discrimination arid/or comParison of fine visual detail,
the direction of the [ differences is reversei Thus
women are better than men on ... a hurnber of other
tests of visual matchin and visual search. . .[emphasis
miners

_-----
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Thus, the only tasks that show men are more able are tests of
manipulation of the environment or some cart of it The equation of
this with spatial ability, not to mention its high valuing, reflects the

pt accorded male skills in this society.

Buttery and Gray end the above quote with: "Thus women are
better than men on .., a number of other test or visual matching
and visual search which are predictive of good performance on
cle6cal tas.iLs."Is

Finally, Buttery and Gray, like L4F7 and Sperry, never identify by
means of physiological testz the hemisphere vi-hose presumed
activity they associate with a particular task_ Th\eY postulate that
men are less lateralizecl than women; they postulate that verbal
skills require greater lateralization, and visuc.spatial skills less
lateralization. But they never Tnecsure the brain activity of males or
females during the perfornance of any of the tasks.

excerpted from Susan Leigh Star, op.cit.
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WITTROCK: SEX !DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE PROCESSES

In a thorough review, of the psychological literature on sex
differences, Maccoby and \Jacklin '(1974) reported that the verbal
abilities of boys and girls aye quite similar until early adolescence_"

At about age eleven and beyond the verbal 'abilities of fernalis are
superiorby about .15 of a standard deviation, to the venal abilides

of males. In adolescence and adulthood, males arc superior by about

4 of a standard deviation to females on visual-spatial tasks, and after
about age twelve or thirteen op mathematical tasks alio/ No sex
difference was found in analytic ability, except for a maleisuperior-
iry when spatial- ability was' involved in disembedding complex
figures.

The recent 'research on the costive processes of the brain
complements the above findings in several interesting _ways. For
over a decade a mild controversy existed over the difference
berween the sexes in-hemispheric distribution of language and Fpatial
processes. Levy and Sperry argue that, compared/ with women,
men have a greater degree of laterilization with verbal processes
in the left hemisphere and spatial functions in the right hemisphere,
while women tend to have both ierbal and spatial' processes repre-
sented to a slightly greater, degree in each hemisphere. Buffery and,/
Gray argnie nearly the opposite, believing that speech \perception/
and consequently other verbal processes of girls develop earlier and
become more strongly lateralized, than those of boys, who have
spatial processes more 'equally represented in both hemispheres."
Why a strong lateralization increases language ability, in females,
while its opposite, bilateral cerebral representation of nonlanguage
skills, facilitates spatial ability in males is not made clear.

In the recent literature, Ray et al. report that males w
laceralized for so-called right hemispheric or left hemispheric tasks,
,while no statistically significant differences, between the same tasks
were found for females.2° Hannay and Malone found that males,
butnot females, showed a right v al field superiority for recogniz-
ing nonsense words, indicating alization\opingdistie func-
tions in females than in males. ''t Wite4on found spatial funcdons
well lateralized in boys at a out age six, but not in girls /until
about age thirteen..2° On the other hand Wolff and Hurwitz,found
earlier and greater left he ,spheric specialization in girls for serial
evlation of motor beh vior, that is, keeping in time' with

meti,-onorne and tannin a steady rhythm." With'-biofeedback
info tion about heart rare, females shifted to a greater right
hemisphere activation than did males in an attempt to influence
their heart rates.'" Both sexes were equally effective at self-regula-
tion of heart rate, although they used somewhat different strategies
in attaining the equivalent outcomes.

excerpted from M.C. Wittrock, EdOcation and the
Cognitive .Processes of the Brain ", in Education_
and the Brain, Jeanne Chall and Allan 4fr-sky, (editors,
University of Chicago Press, 1978.1
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Tucker studied analytic-sp ial and synthetic-spatial ,tasks and
found that males used their left hemispheres predominantly in the
analytic task and their right herpheres predominantly in the
synthetic task."' Females used their right\and left hemispheres m
the analytic task, but showed i g cateir7F.G difference between
rostra! and caudal' (front and back) regions within the same cortical
hemisphere. Bogen et al. found rhat/b12ck or white urban women

.ido as well as men an the -Street talt Completion Test.'"
In sum, sex differences in meat( co nidve p lficiency in different

intellectual tasks are either noneiustenr in most areas, or.remarkably
small in the remaining areas. They dolnot emerge until adolescence,
suggesting an influence of culturally determined, holes.

There is no educationally relevart empirical support in the
studies reviewed here for the belief _liat one sex is more, or less
intellectually qualified than the other v3 pursue academic learning.
The observed differences in hemispheric lateralization, which are
still controversial, reflect a richness and diversity in the use of
cognitive processes to attain equivalent outcomes and equal pro-
ficiency.

* excerpted from M.C. Wittrock, 'Education and the
Cognitive OiNicesses of the.Brain",.in Education
and the Brain Jeanne Chall and Allan:UFNTTeditors),
University of Chicago -Press, 108,

Wittrock, in a later article, expands.upon this
conclusion: **

Although as groups, men, women, left-handers
and right-handers sometimes differ in cognitive
proficiency and in the ways they process
information, the groups also overlap sub-
stantially in Cognitive. profiCiency and in
methods of processing information. One edt,
cational implication of these findings is that
although some:individuals will be more pro-
ficient than others at academic learning,.

_
students shouldnotby_reasonnf-sex-or
handedness, be discouraged from the pursuit

. of anY-academic subject.mattertaught in
schools.

Wittrock, "Learnig and the Brain",
The Brain and Psychology, AcaderkC Press, 1980
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Sometimes, these unclear and conflicting interpretations of research

results are not ,ade bately reflected n,the popular literature. Many other-

wise, orthy causes may dO themselves more harm than- good by seeking support on

Such a weak base. For example, Susan Leigh Star'presents a"feminist, critique

this problem.as it- occurs.in feminist literature:

Feminists utilizing the meal= on hemispheric !symmetry
should be careful to avoid similar pitfalls and not take rieit and/left
brain dichotornim literally when analy4ng women's oppmsion, or
at legit not use them in the simple literal Lshion in vrhic.b tl are
popularly represented. There is a strong metaphoric -relationship
between the popular dichotorni=tions for "right brain" and left

functionsterteptions and erne of the ideologicalfm.aterial
differences between feminists and sexists. Some feminist values that
have recently been articulated21 include holistic perceptions, non-
dualistic thought, and a validation of intuition. Patriarchal values
are, associated with linear thought, propositionality that "objec-
tifies," and dualism. However, the linkage of male dominance on a
social lev31 with "the left brain" is too simplistic

An trample of this kind of oversimplificition c=m in an article
by gina:

So dualism resides in the very brain. The ways of per-
ceiling that came to be in the lett hemisphere
are the tools men used to take control of the planet_
Linear thinking, focussed narrowly enough to aiuer.e out
human or emotional considerations, enabled men to kill

v.ith free conseiencm Propositional thinking enables
men to ignore the principlm of morality inherent in all
the earth's systems; and to set up instead their own ver=
sion of right and wrong which they could believe as long
as its logic was internally mnsistent ... All ways of

reeiving that threatened the, logical ways with other
realities were grouped other on the other (right) side
of the brain and labeled "1=4"

The parat on of, and bad" equalities into left
and right sides of the brain, and the univenally constant
valuation of qualities, can be n in every patriarchal
culture through its attitudes toward left and dght-
handedness
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Gina here introduces dualm that rejaas &s male our abilitability tv
use the tools of intellectual reasoning and -logiq and this too, Ls,clangs:rolls for it perpetuates stereotypic rrascu. line/feminine
dualities, and even more subtly so if they o=ur in the sz me person.
Our left hemispheres are not pre=ious, "male" places to be visited
but not dwelt in. We need to utilize both halves of our brains in a
flexible and adaptive manner, based, a.s.gina suggests, in a moral
society which respects the activiti of both.

For feminists, our central oonmras must be to eliminate patriar-
chal mechanisms that have blocked the expression and vaiidation of
language and spatial/intuitive/environmental skills in women, and
to encourage the development of skills in the holistic manner
of which we seem to b mpable.

Another perplexing issue that confounds the question of sex differences

As the nature-nurture controversy. Even where there are differences that show

up on EEGs between males. and females, it remains unclear whether such differ -

.ences are due.to differences in innate-neurophysiological structures or

whether they are socially induced. Some assume that because the research is

neurophysiologically based, any differences can be attributed to differences

in =human nautre. Others, however, point out that differences even in the

physical development of the brain can be due to factors such as soci-a

vironment, nutrition,

An alternative' and intriguing approach iS offered by the work of Herman

E stein:*

t was pointed out abovethat the brald growth spurt of girls
at age eleven years is about twice that of boys, while. something
like lie,converse- is__ true of the hraln growth spurt that occurs

. around age fifteen years. If we connect brain growth with mental
growth, theAueSiton arises about-the implications of a quantitive
difference-in brain growth during a spurt period. In this instance
of .a- quantitive difference., it mightbe possible to discoVer the
AffOlications because it accompanies a sexual dimorphism so that the
two, classes of individuals,are readily distinguished.

*Herman Ep tein, "Growth Spurts During Brain Development: IMo ication\si,for Educational Policy and Practice" n J.S. Chall and ivf. Minsky, Education
and the Brain, niversity of Chicago Press, 1978.



A simple hypothesis would be that girls need a very different,
and more challenging, curriculum from that of boys at both-lges, the
input -being far more intense and complex for around age eleven,
and correspondingly less intense and complex. around'ige fifteen.
Ong can imagine thatcurricula developed mainly for boys could be
inadequate or even harmful for girls at age eleven. Indeed, the
failure, to adapt educational inputs atAiiis age to the far reater.
capacities of girls might be responsible for the relative lack of
females in the more theoreticalOr abstract professions. Presum-
ably, moreover, the inadequate program for age eleven girls would
later make the girls' smaller development at fifteenheven less
effective.

This yine of thought cah-be related to the famous proposition
enunciated by Bruner stating that "the foundations of any subject
may,:bi taught to anybody at any age in some form." Our failure to
recognize the higher-level form accessible to girls around age
eleven may deprive them fo the needed background on which to build
their subsequent intellectual growth..



Topics for Discussion (continued)

Learning Disabilities

Left/ri h brain research implies that some learnni disabilities
ar correctabl _Newtechniqu s using EEGs promise some indication
r new directions for exp oration in such cases.

One of the most'important. implications of brainresearch and a "spin off"

_-

of left/right brain studies concerns learnIng disabilities. Chall and Mirsk

conclude that

"For- educetors who fear that physical brain dysfunctions
or defects are permanent and irreversible, the evidence presented in
this volume is reassurinT. At appropriate times, the research
indicates,Hstimulation will produce a change for the better.
Because of this strong relationship between the brain and the
stimulation it is given, many of the authors state directly that
collaboration of educators and brain. scientists in research and in
practice is essential." (p. 372)

Articles by Kinsbourne and Hiscock entitled-"Cereberal_Lateraliza-
.----

tion and Cognitive Develbpment" and by Rita G. Rudel,**entitled "Neuro-
;

plasticity: Implications for Development and Education", both take up this

theme. Herman Epstein cites *** the area of learning disabilities as the

most port new frontier for neurophysiology. New techniques in EEG use

----offer romising new insights according to Epstein.

T e question of brain plasticity ispticularly important. One inter-

pretation of left/right brain studies stresses that thought,,memory, and

learning seem to be network functions. They bridge various areas of the brain
V

*Chall'and Mirsky, Education and The Brain, op. cit..

**in Chall and Mirsky, op. cit.

***in personal communication to authors.
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rather than remaining localized functions. To be sure, the brain tends

specialize, as do all highly complex systems. But the particular ways in which

it specializes seem to vary.across individuals.

NeurOplasticity suggests that different points in the brain can take on

new functions if necessary. According to Karl Pribram, "within any (brain)

.

system' and to some extent between (brain) systems,' the laws of mass action and

equipotentiality hold. "* This means that unless a brain lesion is massive,-

it will not necessarily have lOng and lasting specific effects. Further, by

referring to "eduipotentiality",Pribram means that remaining healthy brain

tissue-can often take up the function of tissue that has been damaged or

destroyed. one cannot jump to the conclusion that a high percentage of those
%

afflicted wth brain damagecan develop as though nothing has occurred.**

Rather, it indicates that for many learning disabled children the plasticity

of the brain -- allied with appropriate remedial interVention -- will permit

;Considerably richer development 'than would be the case were the brain not so

flexible. in its functioning. What would be useful for educators to explore,

in this'regard, are new insights into "appropriate remedial intervention" that

can be'suggested by neurophysiologists such as Marcel Kinsbourne (see des-

cription on page 18) and perhaps Dr. Peter Fuller (note mention on page

30).

*Karl Pribram, "The Functional Role of Muscle Spindles -- Facts and
Hypotheses", Brain, 1975, Vol. 98, pp. 581-86.

**For insight into the intricacy involved see Rita $. Rudel, "Neuroplas-
ticity: Implications for Development and Education", from Chall and.

A. Mirsky Education and the Brain, University of Chicago Press, 1978, pp.
269 -307.



Nutrition: Renewed Interest in the Impact Improper Nutrition

on Learning and Behavior ?

Essential to maximizing learning potential is proper brain growth

and functioning, and essential to both.of these is proper nutrition. A

growing awareness of this need has led to increasing attention by many to the

deleterious effects on learning of inadequate and/or improper nutrition.

Inadequate nutrition and its effect on learning has been recognized in

Third World countries for many years; now improper nutrition is, being viewed

with increasing alarm in developed countries like the United States and other

nations where so-called "junk foods" may exacerbate problems in learning.

capacities. %.

The research work on nutrition, brain development and functioning,

and learning and behavior is extensive. To assess it properly would require .a

report at least equal to-this survey on brain'science, Since the constraints

of the present project did not permit the necessary review, we present only

several comments here. These are intended to alert educational policy makers
1

to the renewed political interest in nutrition as well as to the .existence of

extensive research work.

The literature on nutrition and educatitin, already large, is growing.

A recent issue of the Teachers College Record summer 1980,0/ol. 81 , no.

4 is devoted to "Learning and Eating: The New Nutrition Education". Other

relevant representative articles are: B. Ashern and M.D. James, "Deleterious

Effects of Chronic Undernutrition on Cognitive Abilities", Journal of Child

Psychology and Psychiatry, vol. 19'(1), 1977 pp. 23-31; Monckeberg, F. et al.

"Malnutrition and Mental Development", American Journal of the Clinical



Nutrition no. 2: 1972 pp. 766 -77 and Scrimshaw, N.S. and Gordon, J.E.

Malnutrition n,._Learning_and Behavior, Cambridge, Mass: M.I.T. Press, 1968.

At the same time that the research is expanding, public interest and

controversy over nutrition is growing. A burgeoning interest in the rela-

tionship between diet and such "disorders" as hyperactivity (a catchall

classification), childhood depression, etc-, has een the subject of a number

of publications directed at the general public. Furthermore, the Congress,j

mo 'vated-by-the-skyrocketing-costs-of-medical-cereT-has become sufficiently:,

interested in proper nutrition that it may stimulate new research and de-.

velopment in the area of nutrition education. We think it is reasonable to

expect expanded interest and activity during the 1980s in research that elate

nutrition, human development (including its physical, neurophysiological and

cognitive components) and education.

There are likely to be many direct implications and,programs resulting

from this igrowing interest in nutrition. Most obviously';- it Augers for new

curriculum materials and teacher training in areas like nutrition education

and health. It may also cause eviews* and restructuring of school luich

programs and lead to efforts to curtail or restrict. sales of "junk food" on

school premises.

In addition there may be efforts to target particular populations who may

be suffering frOm chronic' inadequate nutritidn For example in "A Proposal to

Provide Expanded Nutrition Co6nseling Services for Disadvantaged Urban Adoles-

cents" (1980), the staff at "The poor." of the International Center for

*Such as mandated by the National School Lunch ACt
afeguard the health and .well-beinTof our children".

1946, passed "to
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Integrative Studies recommends prOgrams to increase adolescents' knowledge of
\

the principles of nutrition and to establish a greater concern and sense

of self-responsibility for their own. bodily and mental well-being.

There is great room here for some innovative thinking about how programs suc:
\

as this-Could be made part of the standard secondary school experience, and

where appropriate, taught in vocational schools.
\

The Brain: Two Halves or One Whole?

implications for Holistic Education

For educators, one of the most important implications of brain research

and especially of leftiright brain studies is that teachers need to focus

afresh on the WHOLE learner. By viewing the brain as one whole rather than

separate halves, an emerging concept of "holistic education" becomes possi-
,

ble. While still the subject of considerable disagreement, increasing numbers

of scholars are beginning to interpret cerebral lateralization in this inte-

grated way.

Most people still think about this research in terms of the dichotomy

between left and right hemispheres. Many claim that one side (usually

the left) receives greater attention than the other, and-that relatively

speaking the right side is "neglected". Titles of articles and books, such

as "Educating for Both Halves of the Brain" or_Draw2g on the Right Side

of the 'Brain may also reinforce a tendency-to think of polar opposites.

One implication of the "polar opposites" view is to search for ways to

develop, or remediate, whichever side'is "underdeveloped". This remedial

approach is,limitedin.two-important ways.

First, we still lack adequate descriptions about what each hemisphere of

ft



the brain does. For example, the two sides are sometimes referred to as

"verbal" for- the left hemisphere and "imagistic" for the right. Yet, in

actuality, the right hemisphere has some language-capacity and both hemis-

pheres process images. What may differ is not so much what they prbcess as

how they process. J.E. Bogen has suggested technical .terms''for clarifying

this issuer He calls the process of the left hemisphere "propositional" and

the process of the right hemisphere "appositional ".*

A second problem with the remedial approach is that differences_ across

'individuals vary considerably. Identifying such differences through sten-

darditedtesting may lead to labelling some people inadequate because they

fail to conOrm to certain standard patterns. Shoulb,such -tendencies occur,

the resulting stereotyping may be more costly in its effects than any benefits

accruing to individual learners.

The alternative -- and a more accurate and productive one in our opinion

stress the interdependence of the two halves of the brain; and

therefore to search for ways that integrate the functioningbf the two into

some higher order. Using this integrative interpretation of left/right brain

research leads naturally to consideration of activities which may be thbught of

as "holistic education".

Merlin Wittrock- addresses this issue:

*The term propositional characterizes a process which tends to name,
tategoriize and.secuence.informatiOn. The term "appositional" is best des-
cribed As, "gestalt oriented", or .simply "nbt:propositional". In Betty
Edwards' work appositionality amounts-to being able to process information in
a way that allows the drawer to see things afresh -- in an unnamed.uncate-
gorized way. Oneadvantage of the terminology "propositional" and. "apposi-
tional" is that they avoid pre- existing notions associated with terms like
"intuition and emotion".



"Before beginning the review of empirical. studies of hemispher-
ic brain processes; I wish to emphasize that the cortical hemispheres
overlap greatly An ability function and are richly:connected with
each other through the cerebral cornmissures Ind-other tissues .

the so-called dichotomy between the hemispheric functions probably
results froM a _slight- advantage one strategy has over another
strategy which is sufficient to produte specializations of some
functions . . . The brain also specializes within each hemisphere
as well as across hemispheres.. No dichotomy of function does
justice to the sophistication and complexity of the human brain."

and again-

"(R)esearch . . indicates the importance of understanding
that petiole process information in different and multiple ways,which
may interact with one another . . the art of teaching needs to
devise sophisticated ways to facilitate the multiple procetsing
systems of the brain. . In matching teaching methods to appti-
tudes and processes, there is the issue of which mode should be
[used]. Instruction may often be better when multiple modes are.
used--not just the learner's dominant mode."*

*M.G. Mittrock, "The Generative Processes of Memory" i-

in,'pages 66 and 17g-180.
he Human.
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fists of dichotomies such as those offered by Joseph Bogen and Betty

Edwards can all be seen as parts to be creatively integrated in a holistic

approach to mental functioning and learning. This iS-theUnderlying assump-

tion in the presentation of such lists. Further, it matters more that these

dichotomies have the powe- .to attract and motivate people than Whether or not

they accurately refl,kt propositional and appositional functioning of the left

and right hemispheres of the brain= which, in fact, many of them dono

Parallel Ways of Knowing

intellect intuition

convergent divergent

digital- analogic

secondary primary

abstract concrete

directed free

propositional imaginative

analytic- '- relational

lineal nonlineal

rational.+ intuitive

sequential 'multiple

analytic. holistic

objective subjective

successive., simultaneous

Source: J.E. Bogen

*A few caveats about such lists are An order here. First, we refer back

to the section on Sex Differences and reiterate the notion that there is no

left/right "duality of consciousness in the brain." Second, the question of

such lists.and dichotomies has become so widespread that PsychiatriSt David .

Galin has issued_ a warning against "dichotomania". Third, critical perusal of

such lists raises many questions about why particular phenomena' are listed

where they are. For example, synthetic.thinking certainly can be Identified

as a step in analytical:thinking as it is employed in dialectical anaylsis and

General System Theory.



A Comparison of Left-Mode and Right-N

DE

Verbal: Usincr words to name, describe, de-_
fine.

Analytic: Figuring things out step -by -step
and part-by-part.

Symbolic: Using a symbol to sand for some-
thing. For example, the drawn form <0>
stands for eye, the sign ÷ stands for the
process of addition.

Abstract: Taking out a small bit of informa-
tiontion and using it to represent the whole
thing.

Tern oral: Keeping track of time, sequencing
one thing after another: Doing first things
first, second things second, etc.

Rational: Drawing conclusions based on reason
and facts-.

Lasing numbers as in counting.

Logical: Draw ing conclusions based on logic:
one thing following another in logical order

for example, a mathematical theorem or
a cell-stated argument.

Linear: Thinking in terms of linked ideas, one
thought directly following another, often
leading to a convergent conclusion.

e Characteristics

E

nonverbal: Awareness of things, but minimal
connection with words.

Synthetic: gutting things together to form
wholes.

ncrete:,Relating to thing_ s as they are, at
the present moment.

AnalorTic, Seeing likenesses between things;
understanding metaphoric relationships.

Nontem_poral: Without a sense of time.

Nonrational: ...or requiring a basis of reason
or facts; williingness to suspend judgment.

Spatial: Seeing where things are in' relation to
other things, and how parts go together to
form a whole.

Intuitive: Making leaps of insight, often based
on incomplete patterns, hunches, feeling_ s,
or visual images.

Holistic: Seeing whole things all at once; per-
ceiving the overall patterns and structures,
often leading to divergent conclusions.

Source: Betty Edwards

Looking carefully at these-lists, one does not need to know much about

brain research in order to recognize that integration would be desirable in

the service of full human development and functioning. Perhaps it is most

reasonable to read in all this a-crying out for more holistic models,- for

greater awareness of the whole human being as learner, and for more holistic



and integrative goals and strategies for educational practice and for richer,

more stimulating learning environments.

r-- more-holistic education are likely to continue and intensi-

fy over the next decade. One cannot help being impressed by the vitality of

the holistic health movement which has arisen as .people have begun to recog-

nize the limits of the medical model. We suggest that the basis for a similar

movement in education exists and that such a movement has already ben emerg-

-. ing for some time

ofFor a'variety of asons, however, this assessment may be overoptimis-

Perhaps the most sobering sign that such is likely to remain on

the margins of educational thought is the persistent vitality and wide-spread

acceptance of the back-to-basics movement. Nevertheless, - regard much- of

the interest in the left/right brain model as reflecting t .continuing-

emergence of the value of holism since thb middle 1960's ( ith the rise ofv-.

the ecology movement more generally and the affective movement in education).

This continuing emergence -is likely to have an even more powerful impact on

educational- practice than the brain research be associated with
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Abstract of Key Articles

Describing Research in

the Brain Sciences

Included in this section of the notebook are several articles

which, taken together, provide a good overview of neurophysiology and its

relation to learning-and educatioo,

The first article

Timothy J. Teylor, "An Introduction to the
Neurosciences" from M.C, Wittrock et al.
The Human Brain, Prentice Hall, 1977, pp. 3-37,

provides an illustrated introduction to the anatomy, chemistry, and physiology

of the brain. He emphasizes the brain's structures and functions, including

arousal, motivation, learning and memory, in a manner that is accessible-to

non - experts and'releyant to the interstSof.educators.

The :second article is by

`Merlin Wittrock,-"Learning and,the Brain",
from.M.C. Wittrock, editor, The Brain and
Psychology, Academic Press, 1980, pp. 371-403.

Wittrock -is an educational and Cognitive _psychologist whose p imary interests

are in cognitive. processes of learniog-and memory, and in the-relation between

these and brain functioning His work iS notable for its inclusiveness and

evenhanded treatment of a wide variety relevant research.
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The article by

Marcel Kinsbourne and Merrill Histock,
"Cerebral Lateralization and Cogni_tive
Development", :from Jeanne S. Chall and
Allen F. Mirsky,-Education and the Brain,
-University of Chicago Press, 1978, pp. 169-222

provides an -excellent and comprehensive review and evaluation of the a-

tUre Of left / right lateralization'as it relates to cognitive functioning and

learning disabilities. It is a careful analysis which points out many of the

contradictions and competing hypotheses in the research.

The fourth article

Susan Leigh Star, "Sex ifferences and the
Dichotomization:Of the-Brain: Methods,
and Problems in Resarch on Consciousness" from
Ruth Hubbard and Marian Lowe, editors,
Genes and Gender II: Pitfalls in Research on
Sex and Gender, N.Y. Gordian PP. 1 3-130N

has been referre&to-extensively in our section on sex differences in left/

right brain research, Her whole article bears reading not only as 'a careful

and articulate feminist .critique of research and hypotheses, but also as a

picture of the important relationship beween theil -otheses_and cultural

stereotypes, a' relationship which is mostly overlooked in other, literature.

The article by

Rita G. Rudel, "Neuroplasticity:. Implications for
Development and Education ", from J. Chall and A. Mirsky,
Education and the: Brain, University of Chicago Press,
1978, pp. 269-307

.

is included because-the concept of brain plasticity is at least as important

as that of lateralizatiOn and probably-more so in relation to learning_disa-

-bilities related to brain damage and dysfunction-,which, in turn, are area



of educational practice to which neurophysiological research may make its

foremost contributions.

The final article is by

Jeanne S. Chall and Allan F. Mirsky,
"The Implications for Education", from
Education and the Brain (same authors),
University of ChiCago Press, 1977, pp. 371-378

and is included because it briefly and usefully summaries the conclusions

from their edited book, which was the seventy-seventh yearbook of the national

,society for the study of education. It is cited by Many as the book on the

brain most relevant to eduCators.

t is followed by a Glossary of relevant terms prepared by

Kenneth J. Talbot, from M.C. Wittrock, et al.
The Human Brain, P-entite Hall, 1977, pp. 185407.


